Directions to 2 Tyersal House, Tyersal Lane, BRADFORD

01274 666369

From Bradford:
Take the Leeds Road out to Thornbury roundabout; take the last exit onto Dick Lane, then as per Leeds
instructions.
From Leeds:
Head for Bradford so that you end up at the end of the Stanningley ByPass and on the Bradford Road. Head
into Bradford, across first roundabout then at next roundabout (Thornbury - it’s HUGE) keep left onto Dick
Lane; pass The Quarry Gap pub on left, 500 m further on at a small, low, white painted building turn left into
Tyersal Lane;
From M606:
At the end of the M606 keep in the outside lane, under the bridge, through the lights and round to the right
(Cedar Court Hotel on your left). Turn left at the traffic lights onto the Ring Road keeping in outside lane, past
Macdonalds, Yorkshire Building Society and Asda on the left, then straight across the next roundabout in
middle lane (over the A650, Bradford to left, Wakefield to right); turn right about 50m after this roundabout
(pub on right corner) and stay on that road - Cutler Heights Lane turns into Dick Lane - for about 1000m until
you see a low white building on your right just after the Sheibarg Industrial Estate (opposite a chip shop), turn
right immediately after into Tyersal Lane.
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From everywhere:
About. 800m down Tyersal Lane and after you pass Gladstone House on the right,

make a left turn – this is still Tyersal Lane , at the painted cream building (has a sign for Tyersal Forde
Industrial Units on it)

Drive down this lane – slowly, it is not the best of roads -

about 800m turn left opposite Tyersal Hall

towards the red brick stables. Just before the stable gates turn right

then right again and park in the courtyard in front of No 2 or the double garage doors

